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The Reexive Architecture of Guaran�aAlexandre Oliva <oliva@dcc.unicamp.br>Islene Calciolari Garcia <islene@dcc.unicamp.br>Luiz Eduardo Buzato <buzato@dcc.unicamp.br>Laborat�orio de Sistemas Distribu��dosInstituto de Computa�c~aoUniversidade Estadual de CampinasApril 1998AbstractThis text describes a reexive softwarearchitecture called Guaran�a. Its run-timemeta-level protocol has been designed toachieve a very high degree of exibility, re-con�gurability, security and meta-level codereuse. Composers are meta-objects that canbe used to combine other meta-objects (thatmay be composers themselves) into dynam-ically modifyable meta-con�gurations. In-stances of a class may have di�erent meta-con�gurations, either determined explicitlyor derived from the context in which everysingle object was created.A free Java1-based implementation of thelanguage-independentGuaran�a reexive ar-chitecture is currently available.1 IntroductionAs the size and complexity of systems increase, sodoes the need for mechanisms to deal with such com-plexity. Object-oriented design is based on abstrac-tion and information hiding (encapsulation) [4, 13,29, 30]. These concepts have provided an e�ectiveframework for the management of complexity of ap-plications. Within this framework, software develop-ers strive to obtain applications that are highly co-herent and loosely coupled. High coherence trans-lates into narrow and easy-to-understand interfaces,as highly coherent components tend to do just onething, leading to functional simplicity and componentautonomy. Loosely coupled components are compo-nents that are connected by simple communication

structures, thus their relationships are easy to under-stand and less prone to domino e�ects caused whenerrors occur at one location and propagate throughthe application. Unfortunately, object-oriented de-sign alone does not address the development of soft-ware that can be easily adapted. Adaptability andtransparency of coupling is playing an increasinglyimportant role in the software development process,that is now carried out in a much more dynamicmarket where requirement shifts force developers toadapt already existent software to originally unfore-seen conditions (requirements). The next two para-graphs review solutions that have been proposed tothese two problems, respectively. After presentingthese solutions, we argue that our reexive softwarearchitecture,Guaran�a, represents a step towards theconstruction of open, easily adaptable applications.The concept of open architectures [14, 15] hasbeen proposed as a partial solution to the problemof creating software that is not only modular, well-structured, but also easier to adapt. Open architec-tures are based on the existence of an additional com-ponent (object) interface that allows them|acting asservers|to dynamically adapt to new requirementspresented by their clients. Open architectures en-courage a modular design where there is a clear sep-aration of policy, that is, what a module has beendesigned for, from the mechanisms that implement apolicy, that is, how a policy is materialized. Althoughopen architectures might seem to confront the modu-lar design approach by exposing parts of their designs,in fact, the contrary is valid, open architectures may1Java is a trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc. 1



provide elegant solutions to the design and implemen-tation of highly adaptable software. In particular, theimplementation of system oriented mechanisms suchas concurrency control, distribution, persistence andfault-tolerance can bene�t from this approach to soft-ware construction.Computational reection [21, 32] (henceforth justreection) has been proposed as solution to the prob-lem of creating applications that are able to maintain,use and change representations of their own designs(structural or behavioral). Reexive systems are ableto use self-representations to extend and adapt theircomputation. Due to this property, they are beingused to implement open software architectures. Addi-tionally, the mechanisms used to implement reexivesystems can also be used to partially solve the prob-lem of coupling software components transparently.In reexive architectures, components that deal withthe processing of self-representation and managementof an application reside in a software layer calledmeta-layer or meta-level. The transparent couplingof the base-level to its meta-level is implemented us-ing interception mechanisms. Components that dealwith the functionality of the application are assignedto a software layer called base-layer or base-level. Inobject-oriented reexive systems, objects that residein the meta-level and base-level are called meta-levelobjects and base-level objects, respectively.A comparative study of existent object-orientedreexive architectures reveal that some associate ev-ery base-level object with a single meta-level ob-ject called meta-object [21, 38]. Several o�er class-wide reexive facilities: each class is associatedwith a single meta-class [7, 8, 11, 16]. Some allowgroups of objects to be attached to groups of meta-objects [12, 23, 24, 25, 40], by giving every meta-object the responsibility for handling a speci�c as-pect of the system{object interaction. Also, hybridmodels [22] exist.Due to their inherent structure, the existing re-exive architectures may induce developers to createcomplex meta-objects that, in an all-in-one approach,implement many policies (management aspects) ofan application or, alternatively, to construct coherentbut tightly coupled meta-objects and objects. Bothalternatives harden reuse, maintenance, and adapta-tion of an application, especially of its meta-level, asit it is where most of the adaptations tend occur inan open architecture. Evidences obtained from thestudy of applications implemented using these archi-tectures show that there is room for improvement of

the mechanisms that give support to adaptation andtransparent loose coupling.This paper describes the reexive architectureof Guaran�a, a exible language-independent meta-protocol that encourages the creation of highly co-herent, loosely and transparently coupled meta-levelobjects. An application developed withinGuaran�a'sframework is easily adaptated to conform to new re-quirements, and the implementation of meta-level re-quirements can be easily reused in other applications.Section 2 contains an introduction to computationalreection, as used to support open architectures. Sec-tion 3 describes the software architecture and meta-level protocol of Guaran�a. Finally, in Section 4, wepresent some conclusions and discuss future work.Along the text, we are going use diagrams to il-lustrate the main characteristics of Guaran�a. Thegraphical conventions used in these diagrams arethose of UML (Uni�ed Modeling Language) sequen-tial diagrams [29]. Figure 1 speci�es the semantics ofsuch diagrams.2 Computational ReectionComputational Reection [21, 32] is a technique thatallows a system to maintain information about it-self (meta-information) and use this information tochange its behavior (adapt).This is achieved by processing in two well-de�nedlevels: functional level (also known as base level orapplication level) and management (or meta) level.Aspects of the base level are represented as objectsin the meta level, in a process called rei�cation (Sec-tion 2.1). Meta-level architectures are discussed inSection 2.2 and reexive languages in Section 2.3.Finally, Section 2.4 shows the use of computationalreection in the structuring and implementation ofsystem oriented mechanisms.2.1 Rei�cationFor the meta level to be able to reect on severalobjects, specially if they are instances of di�erentclasses, it must be given information regarding theinternal structure of objects. This meta-level objectmust be able to �nd out which methods are imple-mented by an object, as well as which �elds this ob-ject contains. Such base-level representation, that isavailable for the meta level, is called structural meta-information. The representation of abstract languageconcepts as objects is called rei�cation.2
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The meta-diagram above shows the subset of the UML [29] sequence diagrams notation (formerlyknown as interaction diagrams) we are going to use in this paper. The �rst lines of the diagramde�ne one column for each object. The object may be given a name, and the class it is an instanceof may be speci�ed. A superclass name may be speci�ed, even if the object is an instance of asubclass thereof.Time ows downwards. Method invocations are shown as arrows from the caller to the callee.Until the callee returns, its time line is adorned with a rectangle. The return is denoted with ashort arrow adorned with a circle; the returned value is speci�ed just below the arrow. Nestedinvocations are represented by wider rectangles.The time line of an object that is created during the period this diagram represents starts onlywhen the create pseudo-method is called. Sometimes, this pseudo-method will be explicitly splitinto calls to pseudo-methods alloc and init: the former just allocates memory for the object, whilethe latter initializes (constructs) it.Figure 1: UML Sequence DiagramsBase-level behavior, however, cannot be com-pletely modeled by reifying only structural aspectsof objects. Interactions between objects must alsobe materialized as objects, so that meta-level objectscan inspect and possibly alter them. This is achievedby intercepting operations 2 at the base level, creat-ing operation objects that represent them, and trans-ferring control to the meta level, as shown in Fig-ure 2. As well as receiving rei�ed base-level oper-ations from the interception mechanism, meta-levelobjects should also be able to create operation ob-jects, and this should be reected in the base level asthe execution of such operations.
2.2 Reexive ArchitecturesIn this Section we briey summarize some ofthe drawbacks of existent reexive architectures,which have motivated the creation of of Guaran�a.Open C++ [7, 8] and CLOS [16] collapse all the meta-level processing in a single monolithic meta-object.However, there are situations where several mecha-nisms related to independent requirements have tobe combined to serve a single object. The systemsabove encourage the all-in-one approach for the im-plementation of these mechanisms in the meta-level,2We use the term operation to denote interactions such as method invocations, �eld value inquiries or assignments.3
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handle(op)
resultThe method invocation is intercepted by the reexive kernel. It is rei�ed as an operation ob-ject and passed to the callee's meta-object. Eventually, the operation is delivered to the callee'sapplication object. Then, the result of the operation is rei�ed and presented to the meta-levelsimilarly. Figure 2: Reifying an operationcreating objects that are complex and hard to adapt.Ideally, we would like to have a reexive archicteturethat would allow developers to create several smallerand very coherent objects linked by simple couplings.MetaJava [17] allows multiple meta-objects to be as-sociated with a single object, like in a stack, but itlacks a coordination mechanism for them.Apertos [39], MMRF [24, 25], CodA [23] andIguana [12] base their reexive architecture upon�ne-grained coordinated meta-level objects. How-ever, their meta-objects present di�erent interfacesand interaction patterns, with tight coupling (inter-dependency). We believe this architecture compli-cates usage and composition of meta-objects. Thedrawback due to multiple interfaces can be weakenedthrough the provision of a single narrow yet powerfulmeta-object interface. In this paper, we are going topresent such a narrow interface that is easy to learnand simple to use, yet it supports mechanisms foreasy composition and recon�guration of meta-objectsthrough the provision of a loosely coupling pattern.

2.3 Reexive LanguagesSeveral object-oriented languages have already beendesigned or extended in order to support reec-tion. Languages such as KRS (3-KRS [21]), LISP(3-LISP [31], CLOS [16]), ABCL (ABCL/R [38] andACBL/R2 [22]), AL-1/D (MMRF [24, 25]), C++(Open C++ [7, 8] and Iguana [12]) and Java (Meta-Java [17]) are examples of languages that provide var-ied levels of support to reection.In a totally reexive system, any kind of meta-information should be modi�able, and any such mod-i�cation should reect upon the base-level behavior,in a causally-connected way [21]. Although changingrei�ed operations is possible even in compiled lan-guages, changing structural meta-information is usu-ally possible only in interpreted languages. Some in-terpreted reexive languages allow replacement inter-preters to be written in the language itself [21, 31, 38].Such interpreters may change the behavior of thebuilt-in interpreter, and may themselves be inter-preted by other replacement interpreters. These in-terpreters are called meta-circular interpreters.Extending non-reexive compiled languages to4



support reection usually involves some kind ofsource code preprocessing. Such preprocessing addsinterception and control mechanisms, so that meta-objects are informed of operations sent to base-levelobjects and can deliver operations to them. If theoriginal language does not provide structural meta-information, the preprocessor is also responsible forcollecting it and arranging that it is available to meta-level objects at run-time.Some reection techniques can be used in pro-gramming languages that o�er none or some very re-stricted form of the mechanisms used by reexive sys-tems. These shortcomings usually restrict the formof reection implemented, limiting the tower of meta-objects [21] to only two levels; the work by Bijnens etal [3] is an example of this restricted use of reection.Ideally, reexive software architectures should allowin�nite tower of meta-objects to be built, that is,objects have meta-objects, meta-objects have meta-meta-objects, and so on.2.4 TransparencyIn a reexive application, the base level implementsthe main functionality of an application, while themeta level is usually reserved for the implementa-tion of management requirements, such as persis-tence [28, 33], localization transparency [26], replica-tion [8, 18], fault tolerance [1, 2, 9, 10] and atomicactions [34, 36]. Reection has also been shownto be useful in the development of distributed sys-tems [6, 20, 35, 39, 40] and for simplifying libraryprotocols [37].Persistence [28, 33], for example, can be imple-mented through the interception of update operationssent to an object. The intercepted operations are sentto the meta-level where the object responsible for thepersistence mechanism guarantees that changes madeto the object are kept in stable storage. Transparencyof locality [26] may be achieved by intercepting op-erations targeted to proxies of objects in other ad-dress spaces: meta-level objects in the caller's addressspace would forward operations to meta-level objectslocated in the callee's address space. Finally, the op-eration is performed and its result is sent back to thecaller.Reexive architectures can be used to create ap-plications that attend to certain requisites and laterevolve to comply with new requisites, added to or re-moved from its speci�cation, depending on how theirenvironment evolves. As an example, consider the

case of an application whose objects are persistentbut not replicated. Later, due to the requisite ofavailability, some of its objects have to become repli-cated. Persistence and replication, in a reexive ar-chitecture, can be implemented at the meta level ofthe architecture. The addition of these mechanismscan be transparent or not, depending on the couplingand interception mechanisms o�ered by the architec-ture. If transparency is guaranteed by the architec-ture, then the mechanisms that implement variousnon-functional requisites of applications can be asso-ciated selectively and transparently to groups of ob-jects of the application, independently of their baseclasses (type), favoring adaptability.3 The Meta-level Protocol ofGuaran�aOne of the most important features of a reexive ar-chitecture is its meta-level protocol. This is also validfor Guaran�a, its meta-level protocol is greatly re-sponsible for the communication and coupling pat-tern that induces software developers to create well-structured and adaptable con�gurations of meta-objects.This Section begins with considerations on highlydesirable characteristics of Guaran�a's underlyingsystem (a programming language and/or an ex-isting reexive kernel) could have to facilitate itsimplementation. Next, we present Guaran�a'smeta-level protocol, namely, meta-objects and com-posers and the coupling patterns they induce onmeta-objects. Then, we show how these compo-nents can be combined to form meta-con�gurations.They are the key to the creation of higly coherentand loosely coupled|adaptable|implementations ofwell-structured object-oriented designs. Finally, wediscuss some security aspects of the Guaran�a reex-ive architecture.3.1 The kernel of Guaran�aThe basic architecture of Guaran�a, its kernel, canbe implemented atop of any software platform, withdi�erent levels of di�culty, depending on how closethe mechanisms implemented by the platform are tothe mechanisms necessary to implement Guaran�a.The kernel realizes the following basic mecha-nisms: (i) operation interception and rei�cation, (ii)dynamic binding and invocation for objects of the5



meta level, and (iii) maintenance of the structuralmeta-information.3.2 Meta-ObjectsWe de�ne a meta-object as a compoundable meta-level object responsible for implementing part of thereexive behavior of an application. Every objectmay be directly associated with either zero or onemeta-object, called the primary meta-object of thatobject. Its role is to observe all operations targeted toits associated object, as well as their results. The ob-servation is guaranteed by the interception and rei�-cation mechanisms implemented in the kernel.Software engineering techniques, inclusive object-oriented, recommend the design and implementationof highly coherent and loosely coupled objects. Oneof the interesting attributes of Guaran�a is its sup-port for transparent loose coupling between objects.In Guaran�a, unlike most of the other existent re-exive architectures, base-level objects do not referto their meta-level counterparts; they are not allowedto obtain references to their meta-objects. Couplingbetween object and meta-object is supported by theinterception and rei�cation of operations and by adynamic binding mechanism; the kernel method re-con�gure is responsible for binding objects to theirmeta-objects.A primary meta-objects inspects operations andreects about their contents, yelding one of three pos-sible outcomes:� a result. This result will be regarded by thekernel as if it were produced by the actual exe-cution of the operation.� a replacement operation. The kernel will dis-card the original operation and deliver the re-placement to the base-level object.� None of the above, i.e., the kernel delivers theoriginal operation to the application object.In the alternatives where the meta-object does notreturn a result, it may signal to the kernel that itintends to inspect or even modify the result of theoperation.After the operation is performed its result is rei-�ed and presented to the primary meta-object, if itasked for that. At this point, the primary meta-object may perform any appropriate action. If themeta-object had asked to modify the result of the

operation, it may provide a di�erent result to be con-sidered the result of the operation.3.3 ComposersGuaran�a allows multiple meta-objects to be (indi-rectly) associated with an application object. Thisdesign creates the problem of organizing the ow ofintercepted operations through the meta-objects. Aspecialized form of meta-object called composer is re-sponsible for the enforcement of the policies that givestructure and order to the ow of operations dele-gated to meta-objects.Composers can be used to group meta-objectsthat are commonly used together, and these groupscan be composed further, forming recursive, po-tentially in�nite, hierarchy of meta-objects. Thesegroups can be used as building blocks for setting upcomplex meta-level con�gurations.We have implemented a sample (yet very useful)type of composer: the sequential composer. It orga-nizes meta-objects in sequence, mostly like a stack:operations are fed to meta-objects descending in thestack, whereas results are presented in the reverse or-der to meta-objects that have requested to inspectthem or to change them. Figure 3 illustrates the be-havior of a sequential composer.A concurrent composer might have been imple-mented too: it would present an operation to allmeta-objects concurrently. Some may generate re-sults or actions that conict with those generated byothers. In order to cope with this situation a defaultadjudicator could be provided: it would raise an ex-ception to signal the conict. Specializations of thiscomposer may add intelligence to the adjudicator, sothat it is able to solve some conicts.Other more specialized composers can be imple-mented, as well as other generic implementations thathandle conicts in di�erent ways, or that specify dif-ferent policies for ordering the ow of operations for-warded to meta-objects. Composers may also be usedto �lter operations that need not be forwarded to cer-tain meta-objects.To guarantee adaptability, the design ofGuaran�a precludes non-composer meta-objects ofmaintaining direct references to other meta-objects.However, meta-objects may have to interact. To illus-trate the need for interaction, consider the case of apersistent aggregate object. Making the whole aggre-gate persistent requires the application of the persis-tence mechanism to each of the component objects.6
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handle(op) handle(op2)modifyfop2,inspectgfop2,modifyg handle(res)res2handle(res2)res2An operation op is intercepted by the kernel and passed to a sequential composer, which is theprimary meta-object of the target object of the operation. Next, the composer forwards it tometa-object a, that asks not to be informed about the result of the operation. Then, to meta-object b, that produces a replacement operation op2, and asks to inspect the result. Finally,to meta-object c, that gets the replacement operation, and asks for permission to modify theresult. After the operation is delivered, its result res is presented to meta-object c, that modi�esthe result to res2. Then, meta-object b is informed of the replaced result res2, but meta-objecta is not. It is interesting to note that meta-objects a, b or c could be composers themselves,delegating operations to other meta-objects.Figure 3: Sequential composition of meta-objectsIn this case, the meta-objects of each componentmust communicate to ensure that all componentshave their state saved to stable storage. Guaran�aimplements a broadcast operation that can deliver ar-bitrary messages to all meta-objects associated withan application object.3.4 Meta-con�guration managementWhen an application starts up, every object hasan empty meta-con�guration, that is, no object issubject to reection. The application may createnon-reexive objects and meta-objects, and associatethem by asking the Guaran�a kernel to recon�gure

the object's meta-con�guration with a given meta-object.If the object had a meta-con�guration already,the previous meta-con�guration would be asked toanalyse the requested meta-con�guration, and set upthe new meta-con�guration to be used. It may ac-cept to be completely replaced by the new meta-con�guration, it may refuse to change at all, it mayincorporate itself the new meta-con�guration, or cre-ate a completely new meta-con�guration, as depictedin Figure 4. Note that, when the kernel invokes themethod recon�gure of the primary meta-object, it in-serts the primary meta-object itself as an argumentof the call. This allows the meta-object to know that7
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This �gure shows an arbitrary object issuing a request to change the primary meta-object ofobject o. The requester intends to have meta-object n as the primary meta-object of o. However,meta-objectm is its primary meta-object, som is asked to decide what the new meta-con�gurationis going to be. It decides to create a composer c, that will delegate to both m and n, and returnsthis new composer, which is, from then on, the primary meta-object of object o.Figure 4: Recon�guring an object's meta-con�gurationit is the root of the recon�guration that should takeplace.If the object whose meta-con�guration was tobe recon�gured did not have a meta-con�gurationyet, a message with the object and its suggestedmeta-con�guration will be broadcasted to the meta-con�guration of the object's class, whose meta-objects may modify the meta-con�guration to beused. The message will also be broadcasted to all su-perclasses of the object's class, so that any class willbe able to reject or modify recon�guration requestsof its previously non-reexive instances.In addition to a method that replaces thewhole meta-con�guration of an object, the kernelof Guaran�a provides an additional method that al-lows the caller to specify which meta-object shouldbe looked for and replaced. This recon�guration re-quest walks through the meta-con�guration just likea broadcast message. Each meta-object should checkwhether it is the root of the meta-con�guration; if itis not, it should return itself, ignoring the request. Ifit is, it should examine the proposed meta-object toreplace it and decide what to do, just like the primarymeta-object in Figure 4. Hence, when a meta-objectdoes not have to know whether it is the primary meta-object or if some composer refers to it in order to beable to replace itself. Furthermore, an external objectneeds not know whether a meta-object it knows in-

side a meta-con�guration is the primary meta-objector not in order to recon�gure it.3.4.1 Propagation of meta-con�gurationsThe meta-level protocol of Guaran�a de�nes the waymeta-con�gurations for newly-created objects are es-tablished. Whenever a reexive object creates an-other object, just after the system allocates memoryfor the new object, but before it is initialized (con-structed), the primary meta-object of the creator isasked to provide a primary meta-object for the newobject. It may create a new meta-object, or return it-self, or even suggest that the new meta-object shouldhave an empty meta-con�guration. If the primarymeta-object was a composer, it may create a newcomposer, and ask each meta-object it delegates toto suggest a meta-object to occupy its position in thenew object's meta-con�guration.After the meta-con�guration of the new object isestablished, a NewObject message is broadcasted tothe meta-con�guration of the new object's class, sothat the class can a�ect the meta-con�guration of itsinstances. Particularly, the class' meta-con�gurationmay prevent the instantiation of objects whose meta-con�gurations do not satisfy class-speci�c require-ments.A particular instance of this situation is whenproxy objects are created. The kernel of Guaran�a8



provides a method that creates a proxy object of agiven class and associates it with a speci�ed primarymeta-object. This method allocates memory for anobject without constructing an actual object there,and it is quite useful for transparent distribution andfor re-instantiating objects previously saved in stablestorage.Just after establishing the meta-con�guration ofthe proxy object, a message of type NewProxy isbroadcasted to the proxy object's class. New-Proxy is a subclass of NewObject, but classes' meta-con�gurations may prevent the creation of proxy ob-jects by throwing exceptions when presented New-Proxy messages.3.5 SecurityThe need for what we call the security model ofGuaran�a, in a reexive architecture, is the same asfor data encapsulation in an object-oriented archi-tecture. By completely hiding from the base leveldetails of the implementation of the meta level, wehelp ensure a proper separation of concerns betweenthe application level and the management level. Fur-thermore, by preventing arbitrary interactions of thebase level with the meta level, we make it possibleto prove that the implementation of meta-objects iscorrect, no matter what base-level object they are as-sociated with. The same reasoning would leave us toprevent meta-objects from accessing objects they arenot associated with.Some design decisions that support these goalshave been exposed already:� it is not possible to obtain a reference to anymeta-object associated with an object, unlessthe meta-object itself is willing to provide sucha reference;� it is possible to request for a modi�cation of themeta-con�guration of an object without previ-ous knowledge of any of its component meta-objects, but any modi�cation must be approvedby the existing meta-con�guration;� the meta-con�guration of an object de�nes anexecution context that can be propagated towhatever additional objects this object creates;� a class is able to prevent instances that wouldviolate internal security constraints from beingcreated.

The hierarchical organization of meta-objects ina meta-con�guration may be seen as directed graph,but it is likely to be an acyclic one, and most likelyit will be a tree. The primary meta-object lays onthe root of the tree, and composers are parents ofmeta-objects they delegate to. This view suggests anatural de�nition of a hierarchy of control of meta-level processing. Meta-objects closer to the root ofthe tree are able to �lter out messages, operations,results and recon�guration requests, preventing thatthey reach untrustworthy components of their sub-trees. Furthermore, in the operation and result han-dling protocol, a meta-object that is higher in thehierarchy may decide not to accept a replacementoperation or a result provided by a meta-object itdelegates to.There is an additional issue regarding meta-levelsecurity, which has to do with the ability to createmeta-level representations of operations targeted to abase-level object. In principle, only component meta-objects of the meta-con�guration of an object shouldbe able to create operations targeted to that object.On one hand, this provides an apparently reason-able security constraint that prevents any object fromgaining priviledged access to any other object. On theother hand, this model may be excessively restrictiveon some situations, because such meta-objects mightprefer to delegate their power to other meta-level ob-jects. Furthermore, this model would provide an all-or-nothing authorization control: the meta-objects ofan object would be able to create any operation tar-geted to the base-level object, which might be unde-sirable if we would rather restrict the set of operationsavailable for meta-objects.Given this analysis, we have come up with a so-lution based on operation factories. The primarymeta-object of an object is given an operation fac-tory, an object that is capable of creating any opera-tion targeted to the base-level object the meta-objectis associated with. It may distribute this operationfactory to other meta-objects is delegates to, or toother meta-level objects that may need to create op-erations targeted to the base-level object. However, itmay create another operation factory that refuses tocreate certain kinds of operations, but that delegatesvalid requests to the operation factory it had accessto. Then, it may distribute such restricted operationfactories to its sub-meta-objects.This model allows the operation creation controlmechanism to resemble the meta-objects hierarchy-objects, without requiring lower meta-objects to have9



references to higher ones. A similar mechanism forresult objects is not necessary, since results are al-ways returned by lower meta-objects to higher ones,whereas operations may be created and performed.An important fact to note is that an operationcreated in the meta-level is never performed beforethe primary meta-object associated with that objectsdetermines so, after handling the message. This isimportant because, even if an operation factory be-comes invalid|it does so whenever the primary meta-object changes|, an evil meta-object might have cre-ated an operation while the operation factory was stillvalid. This operation will not be delivered to the tar-get object before it is handled by the current objec-t's meta-con�guration. If the primary meta-objectof a meta-con�guration changes while an operationis being handled, an abort result will be presentedto the previous primary meta-object, and the opera-tion handling is restarted with the new primary meta-object.It is possible to create invalid operations|that re-fer to inexistent methods or �elds, or whose types orargument counts do not match the expected ones.Such operations might have been rejected at op-eration creation time, but we decided to postponethis veri�cation to the moment just before the op-eration is delivered, or whenever a meta-object re-quests so. The rationale is that one may create ad-ditional pseudo-�elds or pseudo-methods in an ob-ject, that are only accessible from the meta level.Such invalid operations will never be delivered tothe target object: meta-objects should create suit-able results or replacement operations but, if theydo not, the operation will fail, and its result will bean exception indicating this failure. This feature hasproven to be useful for creating pseudo arrays thatmap into databases, for providing advanced overloadresolution mechanisms and for sharing data amongmeta-objects in a safer way than using broadcastmessages|because only the components of the meta-con�guration or objects authorized by them may cre-ate such operations.An operation factory can be used to create do-nothing operations, that act as mere placeholders un-til they reach a particular meta-object that replacesit with another operation. This makes it possible fora meta-object to create an operation that will only beobserved by meta-objects that are placed after itselfin a sequence of meta-objects.

3.6 Libraries of Meta-ObjectsThe meta-level protocol of Guaran�a was designedin a way that makes it possible to create librariesof meta-objects that implement speci�c meta-levelbehaviors, and to easily compose them into com-plex meta-con�gurations. A good example of thisis MOLDS [27], a Meta-Object Library for Dis-tributed Systems, that provides meta-objects for per-sistence, distribution, replication, atomicity and mi-gration. Guaran�a andMOLDS are parts of a largerproject [5].4 ConclusionsAs a response to technological changes, such as themassive use of microprocessors, fast networks andbitmapped monitors, the software engineering pro-cess has moved from the traditional sequential soft-ware production paradigm to an evolutionary modelof software development. The sequential approachwill remain applicable to those problems in whichrequirements are well de�ned and complexity is rel-atively low. Problems that do not �t into thiscategory will very likely be subject to an adapta-tive or evolutionary software engineering process.Object-orientation, openness and computational re-ection o�er promise of shortening developement cy-cles through reuse/adaptation of software developedand tested in the previous iteration of the evolution-ary development process. Guaran�a has been de-signed to take the bene�ts of open and reexive soft-ware architectures a step further. We have studiedexistent open software architectures and determinedthat they could be improved through the use of com-posers and meta-objects which allow the implementa-tion of highly coherent and loosely coupled software.Composers and meta-objects form a framework thatallows software developers to map a loosely-coupledand highly-coherent object model into an implemen-tation that preserves these properties. The preser-vation of structural and communication properties inthe implementation is essential to facilitate the appli-cation of the evolutionary software engineering tech-niques.We have implemented this software architec-ture by modifying a free implementation of theJava Virtual Machine speci�cation [19] (Ka�e,by Tim Wilkinson, available for download fromhttp://www.kaffe.org). The Java programminglanguage, on the other hand, has not been changed10
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